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DEFEND YOUR JOBS

VOTE YES
TO STRIKE ACTION

VOTE YES
TO ACTION SHORT OF A STRIKE

BALLOT PAPERS

The ballot opens
on 18 June and
closes on 2 July.

If you don’t
receive a ballot
paper contact
the RMT Helpline 
0800 376 3706



• Reneged on agreement
Northern Rail reneged on a previous agreement not
to increase STM levels during the current franchise.
This has been addressed on numerous occasions by
your respective Employee Councils, where attempts
have been made to bring these low-paid workers in
house on decent pay and conditions. 
Northern Rail’s response was that this would
increase overhead costs from 6% to 12% and
declined our offer, choosing to go back into dispute
with us.

• Zero hour contracts
STM employees have the right to work on decent
pay and conditions. They currently find themselves
part of a two tier workforce on zero hour contracts
that have no voice in the workplace. Northern Rail
continue to actively encourage casualisation in the
workplace and our membership is in grave danger
of creating a new franchise of slave labour on slave
wages unless we put up some resistance now.

• Compulsory Redundancies?
Northern Rail have given NO commitment to no
compulsory redundancies beyond the end of the
current franchise in February 2016.

• Eroding Safety
Northern Rail have a long term vision that actively
erodes the safety critical responsibilities of the
guard with aspirations of introducing a new grade
of ticket examiners on reduced pay and conditions.

• Exploiting Loopholes
Northern Rail continue to exploit loop holes in the
law that allows for sub-contracted labour to occupy
permanent minuted railway posts indefinitely. This
exploitation is now imposed on the East and West
of the franchise without any consultation with your
union.

n

NORTHERN RAIL STM CONTRACT

The STM contract has increased from 150 to over 500 plus in last 18 months. This is in readiness
for the removal of more permanent posts, which can only be motivated by profit.
RMT asked Northern Rail for current figures on the STM contract but the company chose to
decline to give us this information, hiding behind the cloak of commercial sensitivity. 
Northern Rail continue to tell you that your union is scaremongering. But what are the facts?

This newsletter sets out the key issues that have led to us balloting station and guards’ grades for
action.

In this issue we look at the STM Contract, The Schedule 17 Precis Document, Gate-line barriers at
Manchester Victoria and Unit Hopping.

After reading through the factors behind the dispute we urge you to vote YES to strike action and YES
to action short of a strike.

WHY WE ARE BALLOTING FOR ACTION 



GATE-LINE BARRIERS AT MANCHESTER VICTORIA
Barriers at Manchester Victoria are now staffed by STM security which have traditionally been permanent
in-house minuted posts. This is yet another example of Northern Rail implementing the despised McNulty
Report through cheap labour and a casualised workforce. This has far reaching implications:

• As with all gate-lines within the Northern Rail network there will be an excess window where the 
method for issuing fares will be via a Fujitsu star ticket machine. This sets alarm bells ringing as 
currently these ticket machines are only operated by Northern Rail booking office staff.

• Current rosters on these barriers would have created up to 24 permanent positions on Northern 
Rail.

• These positions have been historically fall back positions for medically restricted staff as these 
are non-safety critical posts.

• The next location for barriers to be occupied by STM staff is expected to be Leeds.

CUTS TO BOOKING OFFICE 
OPENING/CLOSING HOURS

THE FACTS
n The Department for Transport is supposed to enforce a minimum legal standard of opening 

hours for Booking Offices known as ‘Schedule 17’. 

n In the past Northern Rail have been all too keen to jump on that as an excuse to deny staff an 

opportunity to take the annual leave they have earned.

n In a act of typical duplicity, Northern Rail have now decided to  utterly disregard the standards 

laid down within Schedule 17, and have already embarked on a series of reductions to overall 

opening hours at booking offices across the network.

n Northern Rail keep telling you of their plans create a ‘Northern Hub’. What they are not so keen 

to publicise is that at the ‘hub’ stations of Leeds and Liverpool Lime Street, jobs in ticket offices 

and travel centres have been cut and replaced by ’customer host’ roles which stand outside the 

booking office and point passengers standinding in the now much larger queues in the direction 

of the self service machines. 

n This mirrors what has already happened on London Underground, where a program of total 

closure of every single booking office is already well underway. Roles at Liverpool Lime Stre 

have been downgraded without any reduction in responsibilites or workload.

n Roles at Liverpool Lime Street have been downgraded without any reduction in responsibilites 

or workload. In fact, the workload is now even greater due to the job cuts.



JOIN BRITAIN’S BIGGEST 
SPECIALIST TRANSPORT UNION

Visit www.rmt.org.uk to join online
or call the FREEPHONE helpline 0800 376 3706

Get the strength of RMT around YOU

UNIT HOPPING
RMT has clear policy to oppose the unsafe working practise of “Unit Hopping”. Our
argument with Northern Rail is that the company’s introduction of Unit Hopping is:

• Attacking the role and responsibility of the guard. Bidders for the new franchise must be 
committed to the removal of guards from 50% of services before 2020

• Actively pursuing the removal of a competent person on board

• Claiming that the introduction of Unit Hopping purely about retrieving lost revenue.
However, our position is clear that if Northern wish to collect lost revenue on non-gangway 
stock then the company should increase the number of in-house AFC’s across the network

• Attempting to satisfy the demands of DFT by imposing Unit Hopping and strengthening their 
case for driver only operation

• Building a case to weaken RMT’s position to oppose driver only operation

• Pushing ahead with trial to introduce “unit hopping” with no agreement with your union

• Prioritising profit before passenger safety.


